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Introduction-

Welcome to Telgrathia, a land torn by war and famine. For many years, the people have grown 
restless. Now, under the watchful leadership of King Kelak, Telgrathia has entered a new time of 
propsperity. But not all people are content under the leadership of King Kelak, whose rise to power was 
filled with bloodshed and reprisals against his political enemies. Every day the opposition to the new king 
grows. Old warlords who were coerced into swearing fealty to the king cease paying tribute. Bandits grow 
more brazen. Treasure hunters freely roam the crypts of Old Telgrathia, finding artifacts which were not 
meant to be found by such self-serving men. Telgrathia needs saviors, adventurers brave enough to save it 
from its newfound enemies.

Drawing-

Telgrathia is based on blackjack, with some differences. For one, the number of cards to draw is 
determined before drawing (by declaration of player or referee). The other is that busting has its penalties 
reduced. For every point over 21, the drawing actor (see below) loses 2 points. The lowest possible draw 
is 3, regardless of how far a draw busted, or if the result was originally 1 or 2 while the highest possible 
draw is 21. A natural draw of 21 means automatic success regardless of the difficulty. Aces always count 
as 1, regardless of when drawn. There is no automatic 21.

Actors-

Most everything in Telgrathia is treated as an actor. Whether it is an inanimate barricade or a very 
animated dragon, it follows some basic rules.

Attributes-

Actors may have (but do not need to have) certain attributes. These generally are represented as 
physical presence and non-physical attributes. Attributes are used to determine how many cards you are 
allowed to draw for an action.

Physical Attributes-

Physical attributes reflect an actor's direct ability to influence the world. They take the form of two 
pairs.

SE Pair-

The SE (Strength/Endurance) pair is a dual pair. The statistic of strength is used for short actions, 
while the statistic of endurance is used after a strength draw to sustain actions or by itself to prevent some 
types of situational damage.



DA Pair-

The DA (Dexterity/Agility) pair is an pseudo-related pair. Dexterity is used for feats involving the 
usage of fingers or hands, Agility is used for whole body agile movement.

Nonphysical Attributes-

Nonphysical attributes reflect the ability to think or modify the universe through paranormal 
means.

IS Pair-

The IS (Intelligence/Sense pair) is an unlinked pair. They represent two different things that are 
similar but unrelated. Intelligence is the ability to perform very complex mental actions (such as are 
required by magic), while Sense is actually the ability to think quick on one's feet, avoid dangerous 
situations, et cetera.

TF Pair-

The TF (Trinh/Force pair) is an unlinked pair. They represent two different things that are similar 
but unrelated. Trinh is the measure of the ability to use the underlying fabric of the world to bend matter 
and energy to one's whims, while Force represents the ability of sheer will to change oneself from within, 
using similar but different energies. The TF pair functions differently from other attributes.

Determining Player Attributes-

Player attributes are determined by drawing 2 cards valued from 5-10 each, ignoring any face 
cards. This number determines how many attribute points the actor gets. For solo adventurers or small 
parties, you may wish to give each player 3 cards for their actor. The attribute points are then sent into 
each pair at a cost of 1.5 (rounding down) for physical attributes or the IS pair, or a cost of 3 for the TF 
pair. For instance, raising SE to 4 would cost 6 points. Raising SE to 3 would cost 4 points. Raising IS to 
4 would also cost 6 points, though raising TF to 4 would cost 12 points. This is to prohibit magic use. At 
least one point must be bought in everything but the TF pair.

Optional: Actors may be set up to use 12 or 18 points, without drawing at all.

Optional: For having a detailed (as determined by referee) backstory, the actor may have 3 additional 
points.

Each point taken in a pair is used to buy 2 levels of an attribute. They need not be distributed 
equally, though there must be at least 1 point in every attribute not in the TF pair.



Example actor-

As an example, I am creating Inem. Because I am using him as a solo adventurer I draw 3 cards. 
Being lucky today, I recive a 10, 9, and 8 (all from diamonds, coincidentally). This gives me 27 points for 
Inem. Since I have a backstory (see small text below) for Inem that explains his place in the world, I gain 
3 points, for a total of 30. These points can be saved for later to buy additional skills or TF abilities.

A career soldier, Inem was raised by a blacksmith in a small town on the outskirts of Telgrathia. Here he 
learned his trade. He would fight with the other local boys, partly due to being unliked, but partly due to a 
competitive spirit. At the age of fourteen, he was selected by a local warlord to become a soldier. He quickly rose 
through the ranks, despite being uncomfortable with some of his duties. At the same time, his mother, a local 
priestess to Alethia, planted the seeds of later religious devotion in him.

He had formal training in the warlord's keep. He was trained in lore of all sorts, many tongues, athletics, 
and prepared for the noble court. He was destined to be either an infiltrator or an officer, but the tides of war swept 
over him before he was able to be trained in all but the most basic fighting.

Inem would march to war towards the end of the Warring Age of Telgrathia, when King Kelak was just 
beginning his march. His actions would shape the world on a large scale. He never saw combat on the front lines, 
however, being chosen for officer standing before his forces ever saw real battle, on account of his dependability, 
loyalty, and skill.

At a small village now forgotten by history, he was the commander of a force of men. They overcame 
Kelak's men, and burned and looted the village. Inem ordered the killing of civilians to send a message to Kelak, 
after receiving a message from the warlord he served that there were to be no survivors. He surveyed the 
destruction and desolation afterwards, and was filled with regret.

In a following battle, Inem watched his home fall to the forces of Kelak, and receive the same treatment 
that he had ordered. He was captured by forces of Kelak, and branded on the chest, then he taken to a cell. 
Motivated by a vision of Alethia, he found a gap in the cell's wall and escaped stealthily from the keep.  To this day, 
a bounty stands on his head to be claimed by any who find him.

After his escape, Inem fled Telgrathia, but visions of Alethia prompted him to return to do penance. Since 
then, he has searched for any survivors of his orders, helping them financially and socially to the full extent of his 
abilities, while bringing to justice any of his peers (no small feat for one who is himself hunted). Many of them are 
powerful mages who have yet to be found.

I devote 18 of these points to Inem's SE, DA, and IS pairs equally, and 9 to the TF pair. Since I 
want him to be well rounded, I let all the abilities be equal, except for the TF pair, where has only Force 
(but 6! points of it). There are 3 remaining points. I save them to buy Inem some Force abilities.

As you can see, creating a actor is relatively simple, but a backstory can be intriguing and 
interesting, providing motivation for an actor.



Skills-

Skills provide a useful function, they negate penalties for drawing too high. Each point of a skill 
lowers the bust penalty by 2 points (so drawing 22 in an area with 1 skill would translate to 21, or 23 to 
19, while normally it would be 19 or 17 respectively). They generally will not protect from dramatic 
overdrawing (winding up drawing 35 would still be a death blow to all but the most skilled), but will 
provide a safety net for actors who want to play it safe and still get high draws. Skills depend on certain 
attributes for their use, which determines how many cards may be drawn. Skills may use either an 
attribute pair (take the average of both attributes) or both attributes. Some pair-use attributes may be 
limited. This means that the maximum number of cards drawn is equal to that attribute (though having 
extreme imbalances the other way will hurt as well)

What follows are some basic skills, separated into pairs by use, though this is by no means a 
complete list:

SE Pair Skills-

Lifting (SE-limited by Strength) - The ability to hold and move heavy objects without hurting oneself. For 
just lifting off the ground for a few seconds, use Strength, not the SE pair. Each point is worth 40 pounds, 
and each point of SE (limited by Strength) adds 40 pounds. A draw is required for every ten pounds over 
capacity and each minute the object is held, but can be overridden by taking damage equal to the number 
of draws required.

Throwing (Strength) - The usage of throwing weapons. Failure of this means weapon falls short. This is 
only used when distance is in question, otherwise Light Weapons is used.

Large Weapons (Strength) - The usage of large, heavy weapons, including longswords. Unlike Heavy 
Throwing, this skill is never used in a complement

Long Distance Running (Endurance) - This skill permits the user to travel long distances at an optimal 
speed. A failure would indicate that optimal speed was not reached, generally by a 10% addition per point 
failed.

Carrying (SE- limited by Endurance) - This skill is used for determining weight capacity. It is rarely used 
in situations requiring a draw, but each point is worth 10 pounds, and each point of SE (limited by 
Endurance) adds 20 pounds. This is for long-distances, for shorter stretches (a few minutes), lifting may 
be substituted.

DA Pair Skills-

Acrobatics (Agility) - This is the ability to move gracefully in any situation, used to fall long distances 
(add 3 to difficulty for every 5 feet to avoid damage) or avoid traps after they've triggered. May also be 
used to dodge certain ranged attacks automatically by an unarmored actor.

Dodge (Agility) - This ability allows actorss to spend a turn of combat to avoid a blow.



Lockpick (Dexterity) - This ability permits the user to open locks.

Climb (DA, limited by Dexterity) - Climbing is the art of scaling a surface and holding on.

Thievery (Dexterity) - Thievery is the combined skill check for pickpocketing, sneaking, and hiding.

Small Weapons (Dexterity) - Small weapons are generally objects like daggers used to stealthily attack or 
find weak spots for a kill. It is also used for throwing smaller objects.

Martial Arts (Agility) - Whether wrestling or fighting with Oriental-style martial arts, Martial Arts is the 
skill for fighting unarmed (or with improvised weapons, in the case of brawlers).

IS Pair Skills-

Lore (Intelligence) - Lore is a measure of knowledge of politics and stories, history, and other collected 
human knowledge.

Arcana (Intelligence) - Arcana is the skill of identification of all Trinh or Force powers. This is only really 
useful for mundanes who wish to be able to identify arcane activity, or for Hermetics.

Repair (Intelligence) - Repair is used to build or repair objects, which are generally pretty simple in the 
feudal state of Telgrathia.

Relic Repair (Intelligence) - Relic repair is used to repair more advanced objects as would be found in 
Badlands ruins. It does not reflect the ability to build or repair more mundane objects, as it is more 
focused on the fine parts found in relics.

Investigation (Sense) - Investigation is used to find clues or hints that something is out of place, whether 
in another's behavior or a hidden trap.

Notice (Sense) - Notice is used to hear or see something that is being concealed.

TF Pair Skills-

NOTE: the TF Pair is innately different, as are the skills dependent upon it. They are handled as a 
threshold for certain actions, and every point combined over that threshold counts as one skill point for 
any required draws. These skills are not mutually exclusive, as many can be picked as are desired, though 
this will hinder development.

Hermetics (Trinh) - Hermetics use pre-determined formulae to harness their powers. Each level of 
Hermetics unlocks the potential for new formulae to be accessed. It is more well-rounded.

Thaumaturgy (Trinh) - Thaumaturgic powers are determined on the fly by drawing from Trinh. A 
thaumaturge tries to select a number of different elements to unleash energies upon opponents. It is 
heavily offensive, though it can be used for tactical defenses.



Healing (Trinh) - Healing is a school of magic oriented on healing or enhancing abilities. It is used by 
many clergy, and healers are found all over, whether in military service or working for villages.

Way of the Eagle (Force) - The Way of the Eagle is a school of martial arts based upon channeling 
personal energy to avoid the blows of an opponent and return with much more accurate blows.

Way of the Bear (Force) - The Way of the Bear is a school of martial arts focused on dealing maximum 
damage to an opponent, using inner energy to empower strikes. It is also focused on shrugging off 
damage, rather than avoiding it outright.

Determining Player Skills-

Each player actor gets IS*5 skill points, regardless of which area the skills they desire lay in. 
Actors get an additional 5 each for small-party or solo play and having a background story. They also get 
skill points equal to their TF rating for Trinh or Force based skills only.

It comes time for Inem to chose his skills. He is going to be used for solo play, and has an IS rating 
of 4. As thus, he winds up with 30 skill points for all skills, and with his TF rating of 3, he gets 3 points 
for TF skills.

With 30 skill points to distribute among his non-TF skills, he chooses to acquire 3 points of 
Carrying, 3 of Acrobatics, 3 of Heavy Weapons because of his background, 5 of Martial Arts, 3 of Dodge, 
3 of Climb, 3 of Thievery, 3 of Lore, and 3 of Notice, and 3 of Arcana. He spends his 4 points for TF 
skills [one from his non-TF skills, which he spent 29 on] on 3 levels in the Way of the Eagle and 1 in the 
Way of the Bear.

Inem is now through with attribute and skill selections. It is now time to move on to his Character 
Points.

Character Points-

Character points are used to acquire a +1/point bonus to certain actions' results (generally in the 
same manner as skills). They can be acquired in certain ways, but at the start each actor has 5. They 
represent a combination of experience, wealth, and adventuring. For instance, a weapon or special martial 
arts training might give a +1 bonus to damage or to hit, but not both. A lockpick set would give +1/2 to 
lockpicking, while a skeleton key might give as much as +4. Ultimately, the flavor is not important, 
though it is useful for determining how narrative flows, though all things modifying TF require double 
points to buy. Damage reduction can be bought for 2 points per level, and always is armor. (3 points for 
non-armor damage reduction, which is more compatible with certain Force techniques).

Example Actor-

With his character points, Inem buys a special martial arts style that provides +1 to hit and damage 
(for 2 points) in Martial Arts based combat. He buys a +1 to acrobatics with a magical talisman, and a +1 
to his Way of the Eagle skill through a set of magical inscriptions on his back (also 2 points).



Money in Telgrathia-

In Telgrathia, the standard measure of currency is 1 copper piece. Kelak, upon taking rule, minted 
coins named after himself, each worth 1000 copper pieces, but made out of metal from outside Telgrathia, 
which he had imported. Other currencies are available, but frowned upon for various reasons, among them 
being a tradition of most other types of metal used in coins being associated with certain dynasties. As a 
general rule, money is not used for anything beneficial to actors, though basic items may be acquired 
through it, like weapons. Each actor gets 5 Kelaks upon creation, and a high quality (no penalty) weapon 
costs 1 Kelak. 25 throwing weapons of similarly high quality cost 1 Kelak. Remember that things get lost, 
so it is often beneficial to carry backups. Room and board costs about 50 coppers/night on average. A 
standard adventurer's kit containing a torch, rope, pack, and various gear costs 3 Kelak.

Combat-

Combat in Telgrathia is meant to be conducted in as few rounds as possible. The goal is to hit the 
opponent. Actors draw based on one of their weapon skills. The draw result needed to hit is determined by 
two different methods. Either the goal is fourteen plus the Agility of the target, or the draw result of the 
opponent's Dodge or Acrobatics (if he is unarmored) plus seven. A bonus is added for each point of 
Dexterity for the attacker, or Agility for Martial Arts. Attacks deal damage equal to the strength of the 
attacker (or dexterity for ranged attacks and some martial arts), while an attacker can take 5 times his 
endurance worth of damage before being knocked out, and 6 times that before dying (though outside of 
combat, finishing off an unconscious foe requires no attack, just a conscious effort). Not all blows can 
kill, blunt weapons and martial arts may knock an actor into a coma which he will die from shortly.

Example- Inem is fighting a thug, who has a strength of 3, endurance of 1 (common for foes meant to be 
filler in an adventure), agility and dexterity of 2, and a nasty club. He uses his martial arts (he is 
unarmed), and draws 3 cards, for a result of 26. He has a 5 for martial arts, meaning he winds up with an 
effective 21, until his bonus of +1 to hit is applied. His foe dodges, but lacks any dodge skill or acrobatics. 
He draws two cards. His draw of nine adds to seven, giving him a result of 16. It is time to check his 
condition. He can take 6 points of damage, 5 before becoming unconscious. Inem has 4 strength, but a +1 
bonus to damage. The thug is knocked unconscious. Inem is victorious, and the thug is humiliated.

Groups can be fought as one foe by adding any skills or attributes together, or fought separately. If 
a foe is in a group, he will not die or fall unconscious until the whole group falls unconscious or dies.

Actors in combat move by order of player actors first, then non-player actors. Oldest players move first.

Trinh Magic-

Trinh magic is divided into three schools. There is a hermetic school which is based on learning, a 
thaumaturgic school based on emotion, and a healing school which is based on a mix of both. All schools 
are different in terms of how they function, but all draw from Trinh energy, which is accrued at a rate of 5 
per day per point of Trinh attribute, though it is limited to an amount equal to 10 times the Trinh attribute 
of an actor.



Hermetic Magic-

Hermetic magic is based upon formulas memorized and focused on. It requires a certain amount of 
Intelligence to perform, but permits consistent results and is used by many famous nobles, generals, and 
scientists (or what settles for them in Telgrathia), as well as scholars. Example formulae will come later.
A draw is required to use hermetic magic, if it fails, nothing happens (no Trinh energy loss, no effect).

Thaumaturgic Magic-

Thaumaturgic magic is composed of elements. Each level of skill taken in Thaumaturgic magic 
adds one element, and all thaumaturgic magic gets one element free. Elements are divided into three 
categories: agent and area; then effect. All thaumaturgic magic takes an agent and area, while different 
effects or additional agents or area are permitted by increased skill (Assume an ace for effect). All 
elemental selections are determined by a draw of card, though spending a potential element for the spell 
can allow a thaumaturge to select the result. Each element added (or element selection spent to allow a 
thaumaturge to select a result) costs 1 Trinh point.

Healing Magic-

Healing magic is very similar to Hermetic Magic in that it has the same basic principle, but it is 
focused on Sense as a requirement. It does have inconsistent numerical results for each different 
technique, but each technique will have the same qualitative result each time. (Healing magic will always 
heal, strengthen, or drain, but it can be adjusted to lesser strength or be lowered by restrictions)

Sample Hermetic Formulae-

Firebolt- Costs 1 Trinh energy, requires 2 Intelligence. The firebolt is a simple fire-based formula 
that is used for a variety of purposes. It will create fire reliably on impact, travels up to 20 feet, and will 
deal 2 points of damage to a living creature, or 4 to anything wooden or plantlike. A draw of 10 using 
Arcana or Hermetic Magic as a skill is required to cast.

Fireball- Costs 2 Trinh energy, requires 3 Intelligence. Fireball is a more advanced fire formula, 
which is primarily used in combat (though it has some uses, such as at festivals, it is not an everyman's 
formula). It can travel 20 feet, but it will also hit a whole group for 3 points of damage each (up to 3) or 5 
points of damage to an individual (if only one individual is attacked). A draw of 16 using Arcana or 
Hermetic Magic as a skill is required to cast. Anything flammable is incinerated by a direct hit, except for 
large objects, which take 10 damage.

Firewall- Costs 1 Trinh energy, requires 3 Intelligence. Firewall is a formula based on defense. 
Should the target be attacked while he has firewall cast upon him, the attacker will take 1 point of damage 
from fire. Each combat round draws 1 Trinh point to maintain the shield. A draw of 10 using Arcana or 
Hermetic Magic as a skill is required to cast, but not maintain.

Doom- Costs 1 Trinh energy, requires 2 Intelligence. Doom reduces all draw results of a target by 
1 for three draws. A draw of 14 using Arcana or Hermetic Magic is required to cast Doom.



Thaumaturgic Elements-

Each element is based upon a draw of one card. Suit does not matter. Notice that there are multiple 
effect elements, this is for targeting an ally or enemy. The effect is chosen before choosing area, though, 
so it may be possible to heal a foe. Notice that health is not effected by duration. If it is removed, it's gone 
for good (until it is recovered). A duration means that the number removed is multiplied. Attributes cannot 
be lowered past 1. Notice that adding is temporary but unlimited, restoring will restore to the original 
number from damage. 

Standard Agent Results:
Ace- Health
2- Strength Attribute (or related skill)
3- Endurance Attribute (or related skill)
4- Dexterity Attribute (or related skill)
5- Agility Attribute (or related skill)
6- Intelligence Attribute (or related skill)
7- Sense Attribute (or related skill)
8- Health 
9- Health
10- Health
Jack- SE Attribute (Chosen, or related skil)
Queen- DA Attribute (Chosen, or related skil)
King- IS Attribute (Chosen, or related skil)

Standard Area Results:
Ace- Self
2- Self
3- Self
4- Target (Chosen) [1, must be aware of target]
5- Target (Chosen) [1, must be aware of target]
6- Target (Chosen) [1, must be aware of target]
7- Target (Chosen) [1, must be aware of target]
8- Area (Hostile) [Up to 3, must be aware]
9- Area (Hostile) [Up to 3, must be aware]
10- Area (Friendly) [Up to 3, must be aware]
Jack- Choice (Ace-4)
Queen- Choice (5-7)
King- Choice (8-10)

Negative Effect Results:
Ace- remove 1 point, 1 round
2- remove 2 points, 1 round
3- remove 3 points, 1 round
4- remove 1 points, 2 rounds
5- remove 2 points, 2 rounds
6- remove 3 points, 2 rounds
7- remove 1 points, 3 rounds
8- remove 2 points, 3 rounds
9- remove 3 points, 3 rounds
10- remove 5 points, 1 round
Jack- No effect
Queen- No effect
King- No effect

Positive Effect Results:
Ace- add 1 point (1 Trinh Point/Round to keep)
2- add 2 points (1 Trinh Point/Round to keep)
3- add 3 points (1 Trinh Point/Round to keep)
4- add 4 points (1 Trinh Point/Round to keep)
5- add 5 points (1 Trinh Point/Round to keep)
6- restore 1 points
7- restore 2 points
8- restore 3 points
9-  restore 4 points
10-  restore 5 points
Jack- No effect
Queen- No effect
King- No effect

NOTE: These are all first edition numbers, so it may be necessary to beat them up a little 'till they work. 
Also, thaumaturgy is intentionally massively random. It may do one thing very heavily in a short burst, or 
it may slowly simmer over a time, or some mix of the two.



Healer Incantations-

Restoration- Permits a healer to restore health to actors equal to the number of hours they rest. If 
the healer is resting at the same time, he may do this for a number of actors equal to his Trinh attribute for 
free, if he is not resting, or if he exceeds this limit, he must pay 1 Trinh energy per hour the incantation is 
sustained. The actors must remain within a reasonable (25 meter) distance at all times.

Patch- Patch is an urgent healing incantation. Draw a card and divide the result by three (rounding 
up, face cards counting as 10). This number is restored to one actor's attribute if it has been damaged by 
an attack or magic, or to health, at the healer's decision. If a king is drawn, another card may be drawn and 
its result is then treated like the first card. This incantation costs 2 Trinh points.

Mend- Mend is a miracle working incantation. At any time, a healer can heal 10 damage plus the 
result of a draw, to health of himself or a target only. Mend costs 5 Trinh points to invoke.

Paths of Force-

Force is a mix of sheer will and mystical energy that combine to permit a person to commit 
ordinarily mundane seeming actions in a superhuman capacity (for instance, lifting a large stone slab). 
While this would normally be too difficult, it is easy for a follower of the Paths of Force. For every other 
point assigned to the Force Attribute (staged up at 1, 3, 5, etc.), a follower of the Paths of Force gains 1 
point of Force Power, which he can use to sustain abilities. Force Power points do not expire, they are 
used or not used depending on which Force Maneuvers are active. Maneuvers may be activated or 
deactivated at any time with no cost.

Way of the Eagle-

The Way of the Eagle is focused on being impossible to hit in combat, and delivering blows to an 
opponent's weak spots. It is an unarmed, unarmored martial-arts focused path exclusively, though some 
abilities are usable at all times (or whenever unarmored, depending on maneuver). It relies more on 
boosting skill and harnessing magic than physical force, and is the only path to have obviously arcane 
outpourings. Each point in the skill permits 1 Force Point worth of abilities to be active.

Way of the Bear-

The Way of the Bear is focused on dealing a lot of damage and absorbing it like a sponge in return. 
It relies more on interior physical augmentation, not functioning in any blatantly supernatural manners. 
Followers of the Way of the Bear tend to be like berserkers, taking and dealing heavy blows and relying 
on inner strength to carry them through battles. Each point in this skill permits 1 Force Point worth of 
abilities to be activated. However, it is also used to be fierce and ferocious, some of its applications are 
used to help the user get into fights in one piece.



Sample Way of the Eagle Maneuvers-

Ghostfist- Ghostfist allows a Way of the Eagle combatant to resist any damage that he would take 
for hitting something (or being hit). It works by turning his actual hands incorporeal, and generating a 
field of energy to take the blow. It costs 1 Force Power point to use. It is worthless for armed combatants.

Guided Blow- Guided blow permits a Way of the Eagle combatant to add the equivalent of 1 point 
to his weapon skill for each force point he invests in it. It does work with all weapons, though heavy 
armor would restrict the movement.

Eagle's Feathers- Eagle's Feathers permits a Way of the Eagle trained actor to fall safely. One 
Force Power point will allow him to fall safely, regardless of distance, while two points will allow him to 
glide down slowly, permitting him to travel a significant distance (about 5 times as far as he falls) and 
have actions every 5 feet he falls, while out of the reach of some combatants. Practitioners wearing armor 
cannot glide.

Eagle's Talons- Eagle's Talons permits a Way of the Eagle combatant to add one damage point to 
his blows for every two points of Force Power he spends. This damage does not have to be lethal, but it 
defaults to lethal, and the two may be switched between at will.

Sample Way of the Bear Maneuvers-

Thick Hide- Thick Hide negates 1 point of damage for every two points put into it.

Bear's Strength- For each point of Force Power, Bear's Strength increases pre-existing combat 
damage by 1.

Bear's Fury- This is a dangerous ability. For 2 points of Force Power, it will grant the combatant a 
bonus of 2 points with his weapon skill, and 2 points of damage, but it must be used for a whole combat, 
and each turn the combatant loses five health (which can be reduced by Thick Hide). The combatant will 
not fall unconscious, but will die, and can die from the effects of Bear's Fury.

Hunt- For one point of Force Power spent, the actor using the Hunt ability is capable of remaining 
undetected by animals. For two points, he will remain undetected by a particular person, and for three 
points, he can remain undetected by up to four people, until such a time as he directly approaches or 
attacks them.


